Using the Plotagon Application on Arabic Language Learning Media Design
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Abstract

This article aimed to describe the results of research related to the design of Arabic language learning media using the Plotagon application, as an alternative interactive Arabic learning media which was still very lacking. The research was conducted using research and development (R&D) with the Borg & Gall Model development model. The research results showed that based on the validation results of the Arabic language learning media using the Plotagon application by material experts, which included learning aspects and material content aspects, an average score of 4.62 (very good) was obtained with feasibility test results of 92.5%. Meanwhile, the assessment from media experts, encompassing appearance aspects and programming aspects, obtained an average score of 4.70 (very good) with a feasibility result of 94.19%. Consequently, the Arabic language learning media based on the Plotagon application proved to be suitable for use. The utilization of Plotagon animation in learning speaking skills made it easier for students to comprehend the material and increased students’ enthusiasm and motivation. Based on the results of data processing, it was evident that the developed Plotagon animation could be used in the learning process.
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Introduction

Language plays a very important role in human life because language is a means of communication between humans. Within the context of socio-cultural factors, language cannot be separated from the reality of human life. Language develops in accordance with the development of human culture itself.

Most experts understand linguistic abilities as a special tendency to learn a foreign language. Foreign language learning is a teaching activity that is carried out optimally by a teacher so that the students he teaches a particular foreign language carry out learning activities well, so that it is conducive to achieving the goals of learning a foreign language, such as Arabic. At first, Arabic was studied solely as a tool to study and deepen the Islamic religion. As time goes by, the Arabic language has its own magnetic power, it is proven that many students are interested in deepening the Arabic language. Arabic has a very important position in the development of the world of education and non-education. Arabic shows its urgency in various fields because Arabic, apart from being the language of Arabs and the language of science and culture, is also the language of the Islamic religion and Muslims throughout the world.

Learning Arabic in educational institutions which has been implemented in various types of educational units, from elementary to tertiary level, in its activities allows students to master the components of skill functionally and proportionally. This is because Arabic not only functions as a receptive function but also as a productive or expressive one.

Learning Arabic is a process of transformation of knowledge, mental attitude and Arabic language behavior which is expected to be carried out...
professionally and oriented towards certain goals. Arabic language objectives can be realized effectively if they are based on a clear vision, mission and orientation towards procedures carried out based on appropriate and relevant strategies, approaches and methods and ultimately produce optimal and satisfying output for both students, teachers and educational institutions, and wide community.\textsuperscript{7} In its development, Arabic language learning has transformed from classical learning to digital-based learning.\textsuperscript{8} Teachers can use several methods and changing the learning method. They can also use simple learning media, thereby making the learning process more interesting.\textsuperscript{9} Teachers can at least use the tools effective and efficient in achieving the expected teaching goals.\textsuperscript{10} Media selection should be aligned with learning objectives.\textsuperscript{11}

A professional teacher is required to be able to display expertise in front of the class. One component of this expertise is the ability to convey lessons to students. To be able to deliver lessons effectively and efficiently, teachers need to be familiar with various types of learning media, especially digital-based learning media so that learning is more interesting and can increase students' curiosity.\textsuperscript{12} The use of learning media that can be used outside the classroom means that Arabic language learning can be learned anywhere, so it is not just limited to the classroom. Learning carried out outside the classroom is very effective in providing understanding of the learning material.\textsuperscript{13}

Learning media is a tool used by educators to convey a message containing a learning material to students so that it is easy to understand.\textsuperscript{14} The use of learning media will influence students' activities during the learning
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process. Learning using media will attract more students' attention so that it can grow their interest in the lesson.\textsuperscript{15} The use of media in learning, especially learning a foreign language, is something urgent and is an integral part of the learning process.\textsuperscript{16}

Currently, the use of electronic-based learning media, e-learning or applications is very much needed and a necessity as a response to developments in time and people's lifestyles, especially students.\textsuperscript{17} It is undeniably true that digital technologies have become an indispensable part of our everyday life and changed the way we look for information, communicate with each other.\textsuperscript{18} The development of learning media which is influenced by developments in information technology can be integrated into various learning models, both formally and informally.\textsuperscript{19}

One learning media that can be used to help the teaching and learning process is the Plotagon application. Plotagon media is one of the right solutions for a number of educators to create interesting learning for students. The Plotagon application can create animated videos easily so that it will produce quite innovative videos because only with the help of the storyline written on the platform, script users can immediately know the exact storyline they are writing. In several studies, it was found that this Plotagon animation makes it easier for students to understand the material and is able to increase students' enthusiasm and motivation.\textsuperscript{20} In the Plotagon application, the process of making animated videos involves two main events. First, users can access predefined characters available within the platform. Second, users have the option to create characters individually as needed. Subsequently, users can regulate the
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movements and dialogues of these characters to align with their desired narrative and scene dynamics.\(^{21}\)

Making animated videos with Plotagon does not require special animation skills; it only takes a moment to create stunning animated videos.\(^{22}\) The Plotagon application offers two methods for producing animated videos: selecting from existing available characters or generating custom characters when required. Subsequently, users can manage both character dialogues and movements within the application.

In this Plotagon application there are several scenes available (for example a school classroom, a street view, different rooms of a house, a library, a restaurant, and a cafe) and selectable characters that can be customized and placed in dialogue with each other although with limited interactions between them (e.g., handshake, pat).

However, there is a good offer of different expressions related to moods and emotions (e.g., happy, agree, relieved, proud, scared, bored, embarrassed, ironic, sad) and selectable sound effects (e.g., cell phone ringing, alarm, crowd noise, computer keyboard) that can help create realistic scenarios. With the addition of other sounds (e.g., sounds related to surprise and mood, music) and visual effects (e.g., black, white, and sepia color lines) and scene transitions, a believable storyline can be created using elements of reality and fantasy. Videos produced from the Plotagon application can be exported in MP4 video format.\(^{23}\)

The effectiveness of using Plotagon as an Arabic language learning medium has been proven by previous studies which prove that the Plotagon application is effective for designing Arabic language learning media.\(^{24}\) Based on research that has been conducted, it shows that there is a positive and significant

---


effect on students' attitudes towards the use of learning media in the form of videos.25

Through this Plotagon animation, educators can create videos according to the desired character. In these videos, educators can animate the surrounding environment to be used as an object without eliminating the content of the learning material. With everyday objects and figures, students will better feel the atmosphere and feel interested in the learning video. Apart from that, students are also more enthusiastic about watching videos with material that is tailored to the competencies of the learning objectives.

Plotagon is an animated video creation application that can enliven the learning atmosphere.26 Using the Plotagon application is very suitable for learning speaking skills, which is the main goal in learning Arabic.27 Numerous researchers have elucidated the outcomes of their studies, emphasizing the significant impact and pronounced efficacy of employing this particular learning media within the educational sphere.28 Previous research has proven that the use of Plotagon as a learning medium is very suitable for learning Arabic speaking skills and has been proven to improve students' speaking skills.29

From the results of previous research, it can be concluded that the use of Plotagon as an alternative learning media, especially in learning speaking skills, is very effective and can be developed for further research. Therefore, in this article the author conducted research to design a media for learning speaking skills using the Plotagon application to provide alternative media for learning Arabic speaking skills.

This research is a type of research and development (R&D). The development model used in this research and development was the Borg & Gall Model.

There were two types of data used in research and development (R&D), namely:

1. Qualitative Descriptive Analysis Qualitative descriptive analysis was used to process data resulting from reviews by material experts, media experts and teachers in the form of input and suggestions regarding revisions to the Plotagon animated video-based learning media, as well as data from students’ response questionnaires. This qualitative descriptive analysis technique was carried out by grouping information from qualitative data contained in the questionnaire in the form of comments, input and suggestions for improvement.

2. Quantitative Descriptive Analysis Quantitative descriptive analysis was carried out by analyzing quantitative data in the form of numbers from learning media validity test questionnaires. This data was obtained from questionnaires from material experts, media experts and teachers regarding products that were created or developed and then analyzed.

The data collection technique used to collect data about interactive media was by using a questionnaire. A questionnaire is a data collection technique that is carried out by giving a set of questions or written statements to respondents to provide responses according to user requests.

The instruments used to test the feasibility of Plotagon animation video-based learning media in this research were validity test instruments and practicality test instruments. The instrument was first validated by the instrument validator. A valid instrument means that the instrument used to measure the data is valid. Valid means that the instrument can be used to measure what it is supposed to measure.

This research used descriptive analysis according to the development procedures carried out. This data analysis technique was used to determine the feasibility of Learning Media with the Plotagon application in developing maharah kalam learning developed in this research using qualitative and quantitative data analysis.

Findings and Discussion

This research and development aimed to produce interactive Arabic language learning media based on animated videos using the Plotagon
application. This media was created for second semester eighth grade Madrasah Tsanawiyah students with maharah kalam material.

This research and development method was carried out using the Borg and Gall development procedure. The research procedures that were carried out started from stage one to stage five. Data on the results of each stage of research and development procedures that had been carried out are as follows:

1. Potential and Problems

The potential in that research and development was learning media in the form of animated videos on Maharah Kalam material, specifically for class 8 of Madrasah Tsanawiyah. The problem in that research and development was that educators had used learning media in the learning process, but the media used were minimal and lacked variety. Consequently, students were less focused on following the learning process in the classroom as the teaching and learning process felt boring to them. Therefore, researchers decided to develop learning media in the form of animated videos using the Plotagon application as a learning medium so that students could be more active in the learning process.

2. Collecting Information

After identifying potential and problems, the next stage was information gathering. Collecting information was very important to determine the needs of students for the products that would be developed in that research. The first stage involved collecting reference sources to support the development of learning media in the form of animated videos at the Madrasah Tsanawiyah level. Reference sources for developing learning media were obtained from library study information sources, namely books, worksheets for eighth-grade Madrasah Tsanawiyah Arabic students, the Baitul Makmur curriculum of 2013, journal articles, and other textual sources.

3. Description of Product Design Creation

This stage was about planning and creating Arabic language learning media. Based on the data collection information obtained, the process of designing learning animation videos was initiated. The created learning videos were animated videos based on the Plotagon application. In the video-making process, there were some stages to produce animation media based on the Plotagon application, including:

a. Determine the main material

The materials that were used in this Plotagon application were Arabic learning materials that researchers considered suitable to be used as a reference in creating learning media. The material discussed in this media is dialogue about عَبِيَّةُ الرَّضْوَىٰ
b. Determine competency standard

1) Core Competencies
   a) Understand and apply knowledge (factual, conceptual and procedural) based on curiosity about science, technology and arts and culture related to visible phenomena and events.
   b) Manage, present and reason in the concrete domain (using, parsing, assembling, modifying, and creating) and the abstract domain (writing, reading, calculating, drawing and composing) according to what is learned at school and the same sources from the same point of view or theory.

2) Basic competencies
   a) Understand the social function, text structure and linguistic elements (sounds, words and meaning) of simple texts related to the theme of which involves the speech act of giving and asking for information about the purpose of an activity by paying attention to grammatical structure
   b) Demonstrate the speech act of giving and asking for information about the purpose of an activity by paying attention to the grammatical structure both orally and in writing.
   c) Understand the social function, text structure and linguistic elements (sounds, words and meaning) of simple texts related to the theme of which involves the speech act of praying for the sick by paying attention to the grammatical structure of both orally and in writing.
   d) Demonstrate the speech act of praying for the sick by paying attention to the form, meaning and function of the grammatical structure of the verbal form, meaning and function of the grammatical structure of both orally and in writing.

Product manufacturing procedures

The steps for making an animated video using the Plotagon application are:

1. Download the Plotagon Application. The first step to make a Plotagon animated video is to download the Plotagon application on the website https://Plotagon.com or on Playstore on your smartphone.
2. Start Making Animated Videos

After the Plotagon application has been successfully downloaded, then open the Plotagon application and start making an animated video by clicking "Create Video".
3. Select a Scene

   Click "Scene" to select a background with many choices to use according to the desired theme.

4. Select or create animated characters

   After selecting Scene, then select an animated character from the available animated characters or create your own animated character as desired by clicking "Create Character", then arrange the appearance of the animated character created in such a way starting from gender, face shape, color, skin, hair, eyes, mouth, eyebrows, clothes, shoes, accessories, and character names.

5. Set the character’s position in the scan

   After selecting or creating an animated character, then determine the position of the character in the scan by clicking the button next to the name of the animated character.

6. Start a conversation with animated characters

   Click the conversation button to start a character conversation, then choose the character who will speak.

7. Record sound

   After selecting the character who will speak, then record the voice by clicking the microphone button.

8. Choose a character’s expression

   After recording the voice, then choose an expression (angry, happy, sad, etc.) that suits the conversation.

9. Arranging the shot or taking pictures

   Setting the image capture aims to make the animated video more interesting. Setting the image capture can be done by clicking the "camera" button in the conversation section, then selecting the desired image capture.

10. Sets the theme for the next scene

    Setting a theme for the next scan aims to limit or change the scene in the animation with a different setting.

11. Set a new scene

    After selecting a new theme, click "scan" again to change the background of the new place according to what you want.
12. Insert music

After completing the steps that have been carried out, the next step is adding music to make the animated video more interesting.

13. Export Video

Once all the conversations and other settings are complete, the final step is to export the video by clicking the "export video" button in the top right corner of the application. Then clicking the “render video” button that appears, and we can choose to export the video with subtitles or without subtitles.

Validation of Arabic Language Learning Media Based on the Plotagon Application

Validation ensured that the initial product being developed was guaranteed to be suitable for testing on students. Expert validation was useful for anticipating errors in language writing, material errors, material deficiencies, and so on, ensuring that the product didn't experience many errors and was in accordance with students' needs when tested in the field. The resulting data from material expert validators and media experts is as follows:

1. Material expert validation

Before conducting trials, the Plotagon-based Arabic learning media developed was validated first by material experts. Material validation was carried out by Partomuan Harahap, MA, Arabic language education lecturer, Tarbiyah Faculty, Curup State Islamic Institute who had a background in accordance with the material developed. Validation by material experts aims to obtain information, criticism and suggestions so that the Plotagon-based Arabic learning media developed became a quality product in terms of material, learning and linguistic aspects.

In the material expert validation sheet, there were 16 statements. The material expert validated once. Based on the table data, the assessment results covered 9 learning aspects and 7 content aspects. The data results from the learning aspect and material content aspect obtained a total score of 74 with an average of 4.62, falling into the "very good" category.

In detail, the 16 indicators in the learning aspect and content aspect are:

1. The 10 learning aspect indicators were rated with a score of 5 (very good), namely:
   a. Conformity of basic competencies and indicators
   b. Availability of learning objectives
   c. Accuracy in selecting materials
   d. Conformity of material with Basic Competency indicators
e. Suitability of questions to the material  
f. The material is presented simply  
g. Comprehensive content or description of material  
h. Clarity of vocabulary and text sentences  
i. Suitability of material to objectives  
j. Suitability of material for students  

2. There were 6 indicator items which were rated with a score of 4 (good), namely:  
a. Giving questions  
b. Level of difficulty of the questions  
c. The attractiveness of the material content in motivating users  
d. Clarity and suitability of the language used  
e. Accuracy and selection of images according to the material  
f. The material is presented coherently  

2. Media experts validation  

Before conducting the trial, the Plotagon-based Arabic learning media developed was also validated first by media experts. Media validation was carried out by Mrs. Yuyun Yumiarty, MT, lecturer in Islamic Library and Information Science Education, Usuludin Faculty of Adab and Da'wah, Curup State Islamic Institute who had a background in accordance with the media being developed. Validation by media experts aimed to obtain information, criticism and suggestions so that the Plotagon-based Arabic language learning media developed could be a quality product in terms of programming and appearance aspects.  

In the material expert validation sheet, there were 16 statements. The material expert validated once. Based on table data, the assessment covered 9 learning aspects and 7 content aspects.  

The data results from the learning aspect and material content aspect obtained a total score of 74 with an average of 4.62 in the "very good" category.  

In the material expert validation sheet, there were 16 statements. The material expert validated once. Based on table data, the assessment covered 9 learning aspects and 7 content aspects.  

The data results from the display aspect and programming aspect obtained a total score of 146 with an average of 4.70 in the "very good" category.
Furthermore, the material from the learning media was tested for suitability by material experts consisting of one examiner who was an Arabic language education lecturer. This analysis was used to determine the suitability of the content or material in learning media, which was developed based on two aspects, including: 1) Learning Aspects and 2) Material Content Aspects. The measurement scale used had been a Likert Scale with 5 scales with categories: Very good (A) = 5, good (B) = 4, Fairly good (C) = 3, not good (D) = 2, Very poor (E) = 1.

Based on the validation results from the material expert assessment with a total score of 74, while the maximum score was 80, the feasibility percentage was calculated using the Feasibility Percentage formula as follows:

\[
\text{Eligibility Percentage} = \frac{\text{Score achieved}}{\text{Maximum score}} \times 100\% \\
= \frac{74}{80} \times 100\% \\
= 92.5\%
\]

So, the results of the suitability of the material in learning media were 92.5% which in the table was included in the Suitable to use category.

Next, the data analysis from the learning media was tested for feasibility by media experts consisting of one examiner who was a lecturer in Islamic Library and Information Science Education. This instrument analysis was used to determine the suitability of learning media, including 3 aspects, namely: 1) display aspect, and 2) programming aspect. The measurement scale used had been a Likert Scale with 5 scales with categories: Very good (A) = 5, good (B) = 4, fairly good (C) = 3, not good (D) = 2, Very poor (E) = 1.

Based on the validation results from the material expert assessment with a total score of 74, while the expected score was 80, the feasibility percentage was calculated using the Feasibility Percentage formula as follows:

\[
\text{Eligibility Percentage} = \frac{\text{Score achieved}}{\text{Maximum score}} \times 100\% \\
= \frac{146}{155} \times 100\% \\
= 94.19\%
\]

So, the results of the feasibility of learning media were 94.19% which in the table is included in the Suitable to use category.

Based on research that has been conducted, it shows there is a positive and significant effect on students' attitudes towards the use of learning media in the form of videos. Similarly, in this research, there is a positive effect on students' use of Plotagon animation in learning, namely student enthusiasm and understanding. Through Plotagon animation, students will be more interested,
thereby making students more enthusiastic and motivated in listening and concentrating on what they see. According to Samuel, enthusiasm is a choice of feelings that arise and are selected and then continued and strengthened, because enthusiasm can be generated from within ourselves or from circumstances outside ourselves, the strongest enthusiasm is from within ourselves, because when we have decide to choose to be enthusiastic, then a program will be run in your mind that will directly produce energy.30

In accordance with the opinion of Pliskin, enthusiasm in learning will make students' understanding of the problems being studied better and last longer. By learning using Plotagon animation, it is fun for students, so it is not boring.31 This is in line with research by Hardianti & Asri (2017) "by using videos, the learning atmosphere becomes more enjoyable and less stressful.

Conclusion

The validation results of Arabic language learning media based on the Plotagon application by material experts, encompassing learning aspects and material content aspects, yield an average score of 4.62 (very good) and a feasibility test result of 92.5%. Meanwhile, the assessment from media experts, encompassing appearance aspects and programming aspects, attains an average score of 4.70 (very good) with a feasibility result of 94.19%. Hence, the Arabic language learning media based on the Plotagon application proves to be suitable for use.

The use of Plotagon animation in learning speaking skills makes it easier for students to understand the material and is able to increase students’ enthusiasm and motivation. Based on the results of data processing, it is known that the Plotagon animation developed can be used in the learning process.
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